
TO:         Mr. Richard Falconer 
Chairman of the Board 

Jaguar Mining, Inc. 

67 Yonge Street, Suite 1203 

Toronto, ON M5E 1J8, Canada 

  

CC:          Mr. George Bee 

Mr. Frederick Hermann 

Mr. Luís Ricardo Miraglia 

Mr. David Petroff 

Mr. Edward Reeser 

Mr. Derrick Weyrauch 

Mr. Douglas Willock 

  

  

Subject: Thoughts about Jaguar Mining Inc. (“Jaguar” or the “Company”) Shareholders’ Value. 

October 10, 2013 

  

Dear Mr. Falconer: 

 

I am writing on behalf of Revere Partners Investment Adviser, L.L.C., the investment manager to Revere 

Capital Partners, L.P. (“Revere”), the private investment partnership that owns, as disclosed in the Form 13D filed 

on September 20th, 2013, 8.4 million of Jaguar’s common shares (or approximately 9.7%). I believe Revere is 

presently the largest shareholder of the Company. 

 

I have followed Jaguar since the end of the 2012 strategic review process, and have been progressively 

increasing Revere’s investment based on my appreciation of the initiatives pursued by the Company’s Board of 

directors (the “Board”) under your leadership and the concurrent decline of the share price. In particular, I have been 

very pleased with the new management team led by Mr. David Petroff and Mr. Douglas Willock. I have studied 

their track record and had the opportunity to speak with them in the last year. I firmly believe in their abilities as 

both leaders of an organization and stewards of shareholders’ value. 

  

Revere’s investment strategy focuses on selecting under-appreciated and under-valued assets managed by 

outstanding managers: I like Jaguar’s uniquely rich gold asset base in a stable jurisdiction like Brazil. Given my 

approach, Revere frequently finds itself along unbeaten investment paths. And Jaguar certainly has offered and 

offers one. 

  

I am not missing that the general capital market does not share my view on the Company's potential, and 

that the perceived risks connected to the Company’s dwindling liquidity, limited production volumes and negative 

free cash flow and to the terms of a possible rebalancing of the Company’s capital structure are overwhelming the 

Company's strengths (again, assets and management). 

  

Being the largest shareholder is both a privilege and a responsibility. The purpose of this letter is to 

formally share with the Company a list of thoughts and suggestions regarding Shareholders' value. The timing of 

this letter is dictated by my assessment, based on the results of Q2 2013, that the combination of the Company's 

limited liquidity and negative cash flow requires for the Board and management to act urgently. 

  

(* * * * *) 

  
  

  

 
  

  

1.   Long term sustainability is today the key metric to assess gold miners’ value. 
  



  

I am not entering in the discussion of the macroeconomic factors that might drive the gold price in the next 

few years: it is beyond the scope of this letter. Suffice it to say that the factors underpinning, sometime in the future, 

a significant strengthening of the gold price are, in my view, in larger supply than the factors explaining a possible 

future decline. Since the gold prices peaked in the Fall of 2011, gold miners have been adjusting to lower gold prices 

and have tried to reassure the capital markets that they have “staying power”, that their business is sustainable at 

current (or even lower gold prices) and that they will still be operating their mines when (and if) gold prices resume 

their growth. 

  

While Mr. Petroff and his team have been wisely focused on improving the operational efficiency at 

Turmalina and Caete, shareholders have been left with a major question unanswered: what is 

the profitable production potential of Jaguar's properties? 

  

It is obvious that identifying, pursuing and explaining to the capital markets the path to Jaguar's long-term 

financial sustainability of its operations is critical. I believe that a clear statement of such path would help reduce the 

significant discount, highlighted below, between the sum of the estimated value of the Company’s assets and its 

current public market based valuation. 

  

  

2.   At the current sector valuations, strategic and opportunistic investors are ready to invest in the mining 

sector: a sum-of-the parts valuation is meaningful. 
  

  

At the same time as liquidation of gold assets in the Western world has driven gold prices down, in Asia 

retail and (central banks') demand has been strong1. 

  

Financial and strategic buyers looking to enter the precious metal sector have been reported to be seeking 

investment opportunities. Several former CEOs of larger miners have set up private investment vehicles, backed by 

large financial institutional, to leverage their expertise and invest in the sector2 at a perceived low point of the 

valuation cycle. 

  

In brief, I believe that the M&A market for gold mining assets has remained liquid, providing support to an 

assessment of a company valuation as the sum of the private market value of its assets. 

  

  

3.   Brazil, on relative terms, has become an increasingly more desirable jurisdiction3. 
  

  

In the last eighteen months, the precious metals mining sector has lent itself to a distinction 

between absolute and relative value of assets. In particular, it is undeniable that the decline of gold prices, since the 

end of 2011, has dragged down theabsolute value of gold mining assets. However, assets located in stable 

jurisdictions, like Brazil, have become, on a relative basis, more valuable. 

  

“Jurisdiction” risk, following the labor unrest incidents in Africa, has become a more critical factor in the 

allocation of capital by both mid-tier and large gold miners: Americas based assets have, on a relative basis, 

increased their attractiveness. 

  
  

  

 
  

  

  

4.   Jaguar’s assets represent a uniquely sizeable platform to enter the Brazilian gold mining sector. 
  



I have recently reviewed a few presentations from the 2013 Denver Gold Forum. During the Forum an 

interesting statistics was presented, listing the top 10 Brazilian Gold Mines by 2012 production. 

  

  

Top ten Brazilian gold mines by 2012 Production (ounces) 
  

 
  

(*) Expected in 2013. 

  

Source: presentation at 2013 Denver Gold Forum. 

  

Apart from the top three mines, the aggregated production of the mines between number 4 and number 9 was, in 

2012, only slightly above 600,000 ounces/year. 

  

In 2011, Jaguar's mature mines (Caete, Turmalina and Paciencia) were capable of producing, in aggregate, in excess 

of 155,000 ounces. Gurupi's feasibility study, filed by the Company in January 2011, reported a potential for an 

average annual production of approximately 149,000 ounces. 

  

Appropriately funded and developed, Jaguar's assets seem to have the potential to make the Company the third 

largest aggregated gold producing platform behind Kinross and Anglo Gold and substantially at the same level as 

Yamana Gold. 

  

For any mid-tier or large miner seeking to establish a presence in a stable jurisdiction like Brazil, Jaguar's assets 

represent an attractively priced and uniquely sizeable proposition. On the other side…. 

  

 

  

 
  

  

 
  

  

5.   … On a stand-alone basis, Jaguar’s “hybrid” profile (as both a producer and a developer) is not 

sustainable: scope is too large, scale is too small. 
  

Under the previous leadership, I assume, the Company planned to fund Gurupi's development with a 

combination of external sources of (project) financing and cash flow generated by a portfolio of mature mines. 

  

Today, with 300 million $ of net debt, the same plan looks irrational: the current “hybrid” footprint of the 

Company is, at the same time, too ambitious in scope, when compared with the resources available in the 

foreseeable future, and too limited in scale (measured in terms of production volumes). 

  



Deciding to be a "pure-play" as either a gold producer or a project developer, would put the Company on a 

more stable footing in terms of both long-term sustainability, access to capital and valuation. I have no doubt that 

Mr. Petroff and his team can be excellent operators of a larger footprint of mature mines or an efficient developer of 

Gurupi, but asking them to be both means stretching too thin the Company's current resources (both capital and 

managerial). 

  

The transition to a “pure-play” would require a reshuffle of the assets’ portfolio: I believe that such 

reshuffle would help unlock significant value. In fact.... 

  

6.   ....A wide gap exists between the sum of the estimated value of the Company’s assets and 

the public market value. 
  

Mature mines (Caete, Turmalina and Paciencia) 

  

Multiples paid in a few recent M&A transactions (with enough information available4) targeting mature, 

producing gold mines have followed the general decrease of gold assets' prices. In 2012 the sentiment towards gold 

assets was more optimistic than in 2013: in 2012 the price paid per ounce of Measured and Indicated ("M&I") 

Resources5 ranged between 198$/oz. and 267$/oz.. 

  

In the last few months, mature, producing mines have been acquired at between 69$/oz. and 117$/oz.: the 

69$/oz. refers to the sale by Alacer Gold of some Australian assets, which were planned to be shutdown, absent a 

transaction, due to their poor profitability. 

  

Recent M&A transactions targeting mature, producing mines 
  

 
  

  

(*) EV includes 21 m$ of contingent refund and 46 m$ of retirement costs. 

  

Source: Revere elaboration of public data. 

  

While comparability across mines is complex and likely requires more information than available to 

investors, it is worth here highlighting that, as of December 31st, 2012 Caete, Turmalina and Paciencia were 

respectively reported to hold 1.9, 1.1 and 0.9 million ounces of M&I resources. 

  

More importantly, a critical observation is the following: within a larger company (i.e. with lower G&A 

cost per ounce of production) with less (or no) debt, at Q2 2013 production run rates, Turmalina and Caete would 

be accretive to free cash flow at gold prices close to the current. 

  
  

  

 
  

 



Development/Exploratory projects (Gurupi, Pedra Branca and other properties in the Iron Quadrangle) 

  

The range of multiples paid in a few recent M&A transactions (with enough information available6) 

targeting development projects is too wide to be meaningful for any analysis. 

  

  

Recent M&A transactions targeting development projects 
  

 

 
  

Source: Revere elaboration of public data. 

  

  

However, Jaguar's Gurupi project was the subject of an extensive, 285 pages, feasibility study, released in 

January 2011: based on gold prices of 1,066$, the project, at that time, was estimated to generate a Net Present 

Value (“NPV”, at a 6% discount rate) of 337 $ million. On page 11 of the study, the sensitivity of the project NPV 

as a function of gold prices highlighted, at gold prices of 1,300$, a NPV of 559 $ million. 

  

Comparability across development projects is even more complex than across producing mines, given the 

higher risk profile of such assets, but it is obvious that, if the January 2011 feasibility study can still be assumed as 

reliable, the value of Gurupi is significant, especially when compared with the Company's current public market 

valuation. 

  

As to the other exploratory assets owned by Jaguar (the Pedra Branca project or the other properties within 

the Iron Quadrangle region) we are not capable of making any rational assumption. However, it is rational to assume 

that such properties do have some value. 

  

Tax assets 

  

The Company also has significant tax assets. As of June 30th, 2013 such assets comprised: 

  

-   Recoverable taxes in Brazil (amounting to 56.9 $ million); 

  

-   Tax losses available for carry-forward in both Canada (amounting to 84 $ million) and Brazil (99 $ 

million). 

  

I expect that a change of control transaction might impair the Canadian tax losses carry-forward but might 

not affect the substantial tax assets in Brazil (this observation, to be confirmed, might suggest that a corporate 

transaction targeting the Canadian legal entity is more tax efficient than a disposal of the underlying assets and that a 

potential merger candidate, or acquirer, currently producing taxable profits in Brazil, would value Jaguar at a 

premium vs. other possible candidates). 

  

The purpose of this brief review of the Company's assets is not to suggest a specific fair valuation, but 

rather to highlight the potential, but significant, discount implicit in Jaguar public market valuation when compared 

with the sum of the estimated (private) market value of the Company's assets. 

  



In many instances and businesses a sum-of-the-parts valuation of a company is only a theoretical indicator 

of value. In Jaguar's case, due to the nature of its individual assets (mining properties), the liquidity (high) of the 

M&A market for gold assets and the appetite (high) of strategic and financial investors to invest in the sector, in 

stable jurisdictions, at a perceived low of the cycle, the sum-of-the-parts valuation is a stronger indicator of potential 

value. 

  

Such assessment entails three different thoughts: 

  

I.   Apart from balance sheet considerations and the illiquidity of the Company's stock that certainly play a role 

in the depressed public market valuation, I believe that the current footprint as a “hybrid” gold miner, 

with too wide of a scope and too small of a scale, does not enhance the value of the Company's assets; 

  

II.   For the reasons mentioned above, I believe that at (premiums over the) current valuations, the M&A market 

provides an exercisable "put option" to the Company's stakeholders and such put option represents the 

only yardstick to measure any other alternative available. I also believe that any decision to possibly 

dilute current shareholders, and the fairness of such decision, cannot be assessed against 

the current public market valuation, but only against i) the alternative paths of realizing (at least a 

portion of) the potential value of the Company's assets via disposals or via a straight sale of the Company, 

and against ii) the likely (and probably significant) re-rating of the Company's equity value once the capital 

structure is re-balanced and the asset portfolio is re-focused. 

  

III.   I am comforted by the Board's decision (then ratified by the shareholders) to adopt a shareholders' rights 

plan: it is reassuring that the Board sees the distortion of the current valuation and has pro-actively decided 

to protect the Company's shareholders. Given the highly levered balance sheet, it is foreseeable that any 

initial take-over offer could be outbid significantly, with only a limited increase, percentagewise, of the 

total transaction value. In such situations, having the time to allow and consider alternatives is invaluable to 

enhance the value delivered to shareholders. 

  

 

  
  

  

 
  

7.   The management incentive plan can (and should) be improved in order to be more closely related to 

avenues of shareholders’ value creation and to the value ultimately delivered to shareholders. 
  

The management team led by Mr. Petroff has certainly achieved improvements at both Turmalina and 

Caete. I am certain that additional improvements, though possibly insufficient for long-term sustainability on a 

stand-alone basis, can be achieved in the next few quarters. However, as I have stated above, I believe that critical to 

unlocking the Company's intrinsic value is the execution of one or multiple transactions solving the balance sheet 

issues as well as the issues related to the "hybrid" profile of the Company. In this respect, I believe that the Board 

should consider improving the incentive plan to reward management efforts in seeking and proposing such 

transactions to the Board and shareholders. 

  

  

(* * * * *) 
  

 

  

  

I do not expect that either my thoughts or suggestions sound particularly original to you, the rest of the 

Board, or the management team, which are both comprised of accomplished executives with decades of operational 

and financial experience in the mining sector. 

  



However, I consider it my duty, on behalf of Revere and its investors, to express such thoughts and 

suggestions at a critical juncture for the Company. I am not rewarded for originality, but to put all my effort behind 

the investments Revere pursues and to achieve results on such investments. 

  

I take the opportunity to state again my full appreciation of and full support for Jaguar's Board and 

management team. 

  

Best regards, 

 

  

/s/ Carmine Di Palo 

Carmine Di Palo 

Managing Partner 

Revere Partners, L.L.C. 

 


